
CONTENT FEE/PRODUCT INDEX MINIMUM PERIOD/GRPS CLASSIFICATION 

Billboard  
Premium Package*

Fixed fee for the agreed 
number of billboards

Minimum period 1 week Claim well-known and familiar titles like De 
Klok, RTL Weer, RTL Boulevard, Jinek, Married 
At First Sight, Weet Ik Veel, Chantals Beauty 
Camper and films and series (we add popular 
programmes to the range every month)

Billboard Managed 
GRP Package*

83 15 Managed according to content on all full 
audit RTL channels (except RTL Crime and 
RTL Lounge), The Walt Disney Company, 
ViacomCBS, and Discovery Benelux  
(except Eurosport).

TARGET AUDIENCE PRODUCT INDEX MIN GRPS CLASSIFICATION

Billboard Target 
Audience Package 
Plus*

78 10 All full audit RTL channels (except RTL Crime 
and RTL Lounge) and a selection of the 
appropriate full audit The Walt Disney Company, 
ViacomCBS, and Discovery Benelux channels 
(except Eurosport).

Billboard Target 
Audience Package*

60 10 A selection of appropriate themed-based full 
audit The Walt Disney Company, ViacomCBS, 
and Discovery Benelux channels (except 
Eurosport)

EVEN BETTER VALUE PRICE PER GRP MINIMUM COMMITMENT CLASSIFICATION

Fill boarding** €85
Price is based on 25-59, 
incl. spot length and 
product index

€25,000 All full audit The Walt Disney Company, 
ViacomCBS, and Discovery Benelux channels 
(except Eurosport)

*  The Billboard Premium Package and the Billboard Managed GRP package are subject to the minimum content base price (€623).  
The Billboard Target Audience Package (Plus) is subject to the minimum time-block base price (€561). 

** Only available for purchase for the 25-59 age group and with a minimum billboard commitment  
of €25,000. Month and market indices apply. Exclusion of channels or programmes is not possible

 with this package. Classification based on availability.

Billboard Target Audience packages supplements 

 » Managed, based on time block  
19.00-26.00 or 21.00-26.00): 10%.

 » Supplement per excluded programme or channel: 5%

Billboarding
Billboards are short sponsor messages (5 sec) before or after a programme or commercial break. Billboarding helps you benefit from the 
connection with viewers, the surroundings, and the popularity of the programme. Because of its high attention value and cost-efficiency, 
billboarding is an effective way of increasing brand awareness, as well as being highly suitable for product introductions or increasing 
sales.  

You can purchase billboarding from us based on content or based on GRPs. With a Content package or a Managed GRP package, you 
yourself decide on the content that suits your campaign. If you choose a Target Audience package based on GRP objectives, your target 
audience will be reached on an attractive range of appropriate channels. If you wish to purchase to the best-possible cost-efficiency, then 
opt for Fill boarding.  
 
The TV spot commercial policy applies to all our Billboard packages, except the Premium Package. See the purchase system diagram for 
the calculation of fees. 

If, in addition to the Billboard Premium Package you have 
purchased, you would like to benefit further from those 
surroundings, you can add cromos to your package (‘look 
at promo’ + 5 seconds of billboard). This is managed on the 
basis of a GRP objective.

Cromos




